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In their new Prague premises, Studio DeFORM’s Jakub Pollag and Vaclav Mlynar hang disc-
shaped pendant lights in blue, green and pink. Orbital, launching at this month’s Maison & Objet
design fair in Paris, is the first collection the duo will present as creative directors of Bomma, the
Czech glassmaker. Their appointment is one of several recent moves by Czech glassware
companies, which have been recruiting young designers to rejuvenate their brands while building
on the country’s glassmaking heritage.

Bomma was founded in 2012 by Jiri Trtik, who hoped to combine traditional Bohemian
craftsmanship with contemporary design and technology. “Trtik saw potential,” says Pollag. “Czech
glass needed new wind [in its sails].”

After graduating from London’s Royal Academy in 2015, Pollag and Mlynar returned to Prague to
take up the role. The Czech duo’s experience abroad appealed to a company with global ambitions,
and in turn they welcomed the responsibility. They spent months getting to know Bomma before
deciding which direction to take it in. “Along with lights, we are also now focusing on objects from
tableware, accessories and the furniture field,” says Pollag.
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Studio DeFORM will design some pieces itself and work with carefully selected designers. A new
range by Prague studio Dechem, which designed Bomma’s flagship Phenomena collection, debuts
at Frankfurt’s Light + Building fair in March. Though DeFORM has been given creative freedom, it
plans to focus on timeless, rather than trendy, design. “The biggest mark we can make is if the
company is successful,” says Mlynar. Then, he hopes, Bomma will see that “it was a good call to
invest in young people”.
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With a history dating back to 1724, Bohemian crystal maker Preciosa has also invested in a young
team to lead its creative direction. Vasku & Klug is a Vienna-based architecture and design firm led
by Andreas Klug and Czech-Austrian Michael Vasku, both in their early thirties. Like Pollag and
Mlynar at Studio DeFORM, they spent the first months deepening their understanding of the
company. “It was essential to learn about Preciosa’s heritage; who we are, where we are coming
from, what we are building on,” says Klug. “From this knowledge, which is like a big book of
references and stories that we can learn from and preserve for future generations, we could create a
solid base from where we could move forward.”
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Their efforts have already earned two Red Dot awards for Preciosa’s new flagship in Prague and
“Cultivation of Chandeliers. Since 1724”, an installation launched at the Euroluce 2017 lighting
exhibition in Milan. The latter showed heritage chandeliers reinterpreted by leading designers with
updated colours. Vasku & Klug want to work with young designers, Czech as well as international.
“We built the steps on the one side focusing on the material and the essence of what we have in this
company,” says Klug, “But the future is actually something we want to create as a Europe-based
company because this is how we understand ourselves.”



Balloons by Lucie Koldova and Dan Yeffet for Brokis, from £875, brokis.cz

Rückl, a company with a 300-year tradition of cut-crystal-making, has been refreshed under the
direction of Czech glass designer Rony Plesl, with a new collection, a flagship store in Prague and a
redesigned logo. “Bohemian glass has firm foundations and its modern image has to draw from
them if it aspires to be original and competitive once again,” says Plesl, who at 52 has an
established reputation in the industry. “On the one hand, we are speaking about tradition all the
time, but on the other, the new design is quite a radical step forward, because we have brought
colours, new combinations of techniques and from an aesthetic point of view a kind of minimalism
to Rückl.” With pinks and smoky hues, the debut collection takes its inspiration from Rückl’s
traditional style. “But also the transposition of these glassmaking approaches into new, sometimes
even punk patterns.”
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Left with an indistinguishable identity after the communist years, Rückl was “part of dull
Bohemian cut-crystal production that is usually presented to tourists and merchants”, Plesl says.
Last year, after a boost from an investor, “We decided to present Czech cut crystal in a new light.”
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Brokis grew from the embers of a traditional maker. Janstejn Glassworks, founded in 1827, was
ailing when Jan Rabell bought it 20 years ago. A few years later he launched Brokis with hopes to
rejuvenate Janstejn’s heritage. He gave Lucie Koldova, one of Czech design’s brightest stars, the job
of lead designer. “The previous products were quite basic, regular shapes suitable for commercial
projects requiring larger volumes,” says 34-year-old Koldova. “My vision was always to create new
outstanding pieces.” Koldova’s influence has drawn welcome attention to Brokis. Yet she warns
that hiring younger creatives does not guarantee success. “We needed to target the right customers
who could appreciate and afford this product,” she says. “[As for] working with young designers, I
would say that it worked for Brokis when they established a relationship with me. However, there
are many ways how to develop good products. Young designers are not always a safe choice.”
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